
Sticker Trading Instructions

○ Anyone that wants to play in the game has to be on their teams event connect roster.

○ Only players on the event connect roster are given 25 stickers

○ All others may participate but must purchase their stickers in the app.

*All participants MUST be on a team in Eventconnect before beginning the steps below.*

1. Begin by downloading the app from the App store

2. download this link for Google Play https://we.tl/t-wnA11k1tyK

○ Search Prospects Trading and download.

○ In the app click Sign Up and ensure you use your email address used in event connect and create

your own password.
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○ Once completed, return to the login screen and login with the new credentials you

created.

○ Once in the app you will see your Live Events

3. When you click on "The Cup" (ADD LOGO)  you will open your event specific "Sticker Trading Wallet"

○ Your Sticker Trading Wallet has FOUR (4) options.

i. Option 1: Start Trading

○ From here you can see all the participating teams and within those teams the participating players.

○ When trading with a player you select the "Trade Now" button beside their name. Once you do that

a code will appear and you must show the player you are trading with that code.

○ The player must go to their trade requests, click the green check mark beside the request and

enter the code. You have now completed a trade.

ii. Option 2: Purchase Stickers

○ From here, you can buy additional stickers or your first set of stickers if you are a non player.
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iii. Option 3: Traded Stickers

○ This is where you can check all the stickers you've already traded as well as submit your collection

when you hit 25 or 40 stickers!

iv. Option 4: Trade Requests

○ This is where you can see the incoming trade requests to enter the code and accept. As well as

you can see your trade requests and the code needed for the other person to accept your trade.

The goal of this game is to trade ALL your stickers until you have collected 25 stickers of other teams.
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